FEATURES
Flexible reconfigurable radio common platform design
FDD and TDD single and multiband radios
Tx/Rx channel bandwidth up to 1.6 GHz/2 GHz (4T4R)
Dual use ADC option (receive and transmit DPD) for TDD
4D4A (4 × 3 GSPS to 12 GSPS DAC and 4 × 1.5 GSPS to 4 GSPS ADC)
Supports transmitter IQ input data rate up to 1.5 Gbps
Supports receiver IQ output data rate up to 2 Gbps
RF DAC/RF ADC output/input −3 dB bandwidth of 5.2 GHz and 7.5 GHz
On-chip PLL (6 GHz to 12 GHz) with multichip synchronization and output clock provided
External RF clock input option
AC performance target
ADC test conditions (3 GSPS, −1 dBFS, f_in < 1.4 GHz)
NSD = −149 dBFS/Hz, HD2 ≤ −70 dBc, HD3 ≤ −70 dBc, SFDR (excluding HD2, HD3) ≤ −78 dBc; IL ≤ −75 dBc
DAC test conditions (12 GSPS, −7 dBFS, 2.65 GHz)
NSD = −158 dBFS/Hz, SFDR ≤ −74 dBc
Versatile digital features
Supports real or complex digital data (8-, 12-, or 16-bit)
Configurable digital up/down conversion (DDC/DDC)
8 fine complex DUCs and 4 coarse complex DUCs
8 fine complex DDCs and 4 coarse complex DDCs
2 independent NCOs per DUC/DDC
Option to bypass fine and course DUC/DDC
Programmable 192-tap FIR filter
Receiver AGC support
Fast detect with low latency for fast AGC control
Signal monitor for slow AGC control

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The mixed signal front end (MxFE®) is a high integration device with a 16-bit, 12 GSPS maximum sample rate radio frequency (RF) digital-to-analog converter (DAC) core and a 12-bit, 4 GSPS rate RF analog-to-digital converter (ADC) core. The AD9081 features a 16-lane, 24.75 Gbps JESD204C or 15.5 Gbps JESD204B data transceiver port, an on-chip clock multiplier, and digital signal processing capability targeted at single- and dual-band direct-to-RF radio applications. The AD9081 supports four transmitter channels and four receiver channels with a 4D4A configuration. The receiver ADC channels can be shared with observation channels in time division duplex (TDD) operating mode. The AD9081 directly addresses the emerging base station applications with high integration and common platform requirements. The device has flexible interpolation/decimation configurations that enable direct-to-RF multiband radio applications. AD9081 supports a complex transmit input data rate up to 6 GSPS and a receive output data rate in single-channel mode up to 4 GSPS. The maximum radio band spacing supported in multichannel modes is 1.2 GHz.

For more information about the AD9081, contact Analog Devices, Inc., at: MxFEsupport@analog.com.
Figure 1. Functional Block Diagram
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS

Figure 2. 324-Ball Ball Grid Array, Thermally Enhanced [BGA_ED] (BP-324-3)

COMPLIANT TO JEDEC STANDARDS MO-275-KKAB-1.
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